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SHRC MISSION STATEMENT:  

SHADOW HILLS RIDING CLUB’S MISSION IS TO IMPLEMENT AN EXPANSIVE THERAPEUTIC EQUINE PROGRAM USING 

HORSES TO FACILITATE HEALING, LEARNING AND GROWTH. 

 

THE VISION OF SHRC IS TO PROVIDE EXPETIONAL EQUINE PROGRAMS TO FACILITATE GROWTH AND HEALING 

THROUGH SELF-ACTUALIZATION AND AWARENESS RESULTING IN HEALTHIER LIVES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR 

COMMUNITIIES. SHRC TRANSFORMS LIVES WITH UNBRIDLED POSSIBILITIES THROUGH THE HEALING ART OF THE 

EQUINE. 

 

The Saddles for Soldier’s Program 

 THE SADDLES FOR SOLDIERS WELLNESS PROGRAM WAS CREATED FOR   VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES.  IT 

IS A PROGRAM THAT IS PROVIDED USING HORSES AND THE ENVIROMENT OF SHADOW HILLS EQUESTRIAN 

CENTER TO ORCHESTRATE AND PROVIDE A SENSE OF SERENITY, SAFETY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY A SENSE 

OF WELL BEING.  
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 THE PROGRAM IS OFFERED THE SECOND AND FOURTH WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH FROM 10:00 A.M – 

12:00 P.M. LUNCH IS PROVIDED EACH WEEK, IMMEDIATLEY FOLLOWING THE PROGRAM. 

 

 THERE ARE THREE PHASES OF THE EQUINE WELLNESS PROGRAM. EACH PROGRAM IS APROXIMATLEY THREE 

WEEKS LONG. WHEN THE SIX HOURS ARE COMPLETED OF EACH PROGRAM THE PARTICIPANT WILL BE ASKED 

TO PARTICIPATE IN WHAT WAS COVERED AND WHAT THEY LEARNED, AND AWARDED A CERTIFICATION OF 

COMPLETION AND MAY MOVE ON TO THE NEXT PHASE IF THEY DESIRE. 

 

 SFS GOAL IS TO CERTIFY AS MANY VETERANS THAT WISH TO BE CERTIFIED AND THEN MOVE INTO A 

POSITION OF INSTRUCTOR, FOR PHASES 1, 2, 3. 4. 

 

 EACH PHASE WILL BE TAUGHT BY A (PATH Int. INSTRUCTOR). PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THERAPEUTIC 

HORSEMANSHIP INT.  

 

 THERE IS NO SMOKING OR DRINKING ON PREMISES OF SHADOW HILLS RIDING CLUB. 

 

 EACH WEEK A HORSE WILL BE ASSIGNED TO A VETERAN, AND THIS HORSE WILL REMAIN WITH YOU WHILE 

YOU ARE A PARTICIPANT AT SADDLES FOR SOLDIER., AT DIFFERNET TIMES HORSES MIGHT NEED TO BE 

SHARED BUT IT WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THOSE VETERANS FOR THE CARE OF THAT HORSE. 

 

 CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR HORSE, MAKE SURE ALL CROSS TIES ARE SWEPT AND WASHED DOWN AFTER YOU 

FINISH WITH YOUR HORSES AND MANURE IS DISPOSED IN THE APPROPRIATE CONTAINER. 

 

 EACH WEEK THAT YOU ATTEND SFS, YOU WILL MEET IN THE ALL PURPOSE ROOM AND SIGN IN AND CHECK 

FOR ASSISGNMENTS.  FILL OUT ANY NECESSARY PAPERWORK THAT IS REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN SFS 

WELLNESS PROGRAM 

The Basics (Phase 1) 

Getting the Horse Ready 

All Volunteers will be asked to help groom and tack up horses for lessons and untack and groom after 

lessons. The following pages will help you understand these procedures but nothing replaces trying it 

with an experienced volunteer or instructor nearby! 

Grooming 
Use grooming equipment gently on the horse, particularly animals with sensitive skin. Be sure not to 
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leave the grooming equipment where the horse could step on it. 

 

Put the horse in the crossties before beginning grooming. Stay near the horse and keep a hand on it at 

all times so you can anticipate its movements. Never sit on the ground or groom from your knees, and 

always be in the position to move away quickly. 

 

Begin grooming with curry comb. Start on the neck and brush in a circular motion. Work from front to 

back, grooming carefully in bony areas. Avoid using curry comb on the face, lower legs, hips and 

shoulders. 

 

After you have loosened the hair and dirt with the curry comb use a brush to remove it. If using two 

brushes, use the stiffer one first. Start on the neck and brush in the direction of the hair growth, 

working from front to back. Be sure to clean the horse’s belly where the girth lies. 

 

Use soft brush on the mane. If there are tangles, it is best to use a main comb or a brush made for 

this task.  We do NOT brush tails. 

 

Avoid placing your face over or close to the horse’s, as the animal can move quickly and hit you. Stay 

near and to the side of the hind leg when grooming the hindquarters and brushing the tail. When 

working in the flank and groin areas get a feel for the horse’s reaction. If it shows anxiety work on 

these areas more gently. 

 

Hooves should be cleaned daily. Pick out the horse                                                                                                                                                                  

’s feet before and after each ride. Start with the left front and work around to its right front. Facing the 

rear of the horse, place your left hand on its shoulder and rub down its leg. Lean slightly against the 

horse, to encourage him to balance on his opposite leg. If he does not pick up his foot, gently squeeze 

the tendons above the fetlock until he picks up his foot. As the foot yields slip your hand in front of the 

foot and raise it to knee height, but without jerking. Holding the foot firmly will encourage the horse 

not to jerk his foot away from you. If the horse gets anxious and struggles, put the foot down and start 

over. Be sure your feet are not placed where the horse can step on them. Use the hoof pick in a 

downward motion toward the toe. Never use the hoof pick from hill to toe. Clean the sole, the frog, and 

the crevice next to the frog well. Look for bruises, punctures, foreign objects, or signs of disease, for 

example, a bad smell. If you find a problem, report it to the instructor. Make sure when you put the 

foot down to release it slowly making sure not to drop it. 

 

After the horse is groomed check groomed areas for injuries and if found, notify the instructor. 

Tacking up Horses - Saddling: 
Saddle the horse from the left side. Stand slightly behind the shoulder of the horse and place the 

saddle blanket with the straps toward the horse’s head. Place the blanket just behind the horse’s 

shoulder blades, particularly covering the withers. Next slide it backwards over the horse’s back, 

leaving about one inch over the withers. This straightens the hair under the pad. Make sure equal 

portions of the pad or blanket are on either side of the horse. Pick up the saddle and arrange it so the 

stirrups and girth are not underneath the saddle or dangling. 

 

With an English saddle, the stirrups should be run up on the leathers and the girth draped over the 

seat. With a western saddle place the right stirrup over the horn and the girth should be draped over 

the seat. Place the saddle gently on the horse’s back. Never throw or drop the saddle on the horse’s 

back, the pain can result in an injury. 

 

With the saddle in place, secure the girth to the saddle on the right side of the horse. The girth is 
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secured just behind the horse’s front legs. For English, the elastic side of the girth should be on the left 

side of the saddle. For Western, the metal loop in the middle of the girth should be closest to the 

horse’s head. Go around to the other side of the horse, reach under the belly and grab the free end of 

the girth, making sure it’s not twisted. 

 

The girth should be tightened in three or four phases. Secure the near side of the girth, using gentle 

consistent movement is more comfortable than a quick jerk. The girth should be checked again and 

tightened if necessary before the lesson begins. The final position of the girth should be tight enough 

to slide only fingers between the girth and the horse. Make sure hair under the girth is lying flat and 

the girth is not pinching the horse’s skin. 

 

The stirrup should remain run up until the instructor mounts the rider and the stirrups are adjusted. 

The stirrups should run up the leathers after the rider dismounts. 

 

Tacking up Horses - Bridling: 
The crossties should be unfastened before bridling. 

 

Pick up the bridle by the middle crown piece and carry the reins either over your shoulder or in your 

other hand. Stand to the side and just behind the horse’s head on the left side facing the same 

direction as the horse. Place the reins over the horse’s head. With your right hand, raise the 

crownpiece up to the horse’s ears as you guide the bit into the horse’s mouth with your left hand. If 

the horse refuses to accept the bit, ask for assistance. Be sure to keep your left hand raised once you 

insert the bit, or the horse will open his mouth and drop the bit. Once the bit is in the horse’s mouth 

settle the crownpiece behind the ears. 

 

Adjust the bridle to comfort and appearance. The noseband should be fastened with as little 

interference from the halter as possible. The throatlatch should be fastened loosely enough to fit your 

hand between the strap and the horse’s jaw. 

 

After bridling, attach the lead rope to the halter, and now you are ready for the lesson! 

Tacking up Horses - Untacking: 
After the lesson, lead the horse back to the crossties. To unbridle the horse simply reverse the process 

of bridling. Undo the throatlatch and noseband. Slide the crownpiece over the ears and down the 

horse’s head with your left hand, grasp the halter with your right hand so the horse does not wander 

off and reattach the crossties to the halter. Wash the bit on the bridle then return the bridle to the 

bridle hook with the horse’s name on it. 

 

Unsaddling is also done in reverse order. Undo the girth on the left and then on the right, and lay it 

over the saddle. Remove the saddle and pads from the left side of the horse and return to correct rack 

in the tack room. Place the saddle pads back on the stack in the tack room. 

 

Groom the horse after untacking, paying special attention to the sweaty areas and places where the 

hair seems out of place. 

 

When you put the horse in its stall, the halter must be removed. 
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Parts of the Horse 

Equine Anatomy 
Basic Body Part Names 

Forelock 
Poll Crest 

Withers 
Back 

Croup 

Hind 

Quarters 

Gaskin 

Hock 

Hoof 

Stile Barrel 

Elbow 

Fetlock 

Pastern 
Coronet 

Knee 

Forearm 

Chest 

Shoulder 

Cheek 

Muzzle 
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Tack 
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Leader 
As the Leader you are in charge of the horse at all times 

 

Walk on the left beside the horse’s head staying just between the ears and shoulder. 

 

Hold the right hand about 12-16 inches from the clip end of the rope, creating a “smile”. 

 

Hold the extra rope in a figure 8 in your left hand. NEVER wrap the rope around your hand. 

 

Look up and forward, but always be aware of your horse’s focus. 

 

Keep your attention on the lesson and your team. Glance back occasionally to make sure 

they are safe. 

 

Keep at least one horse length distance between your horse and the other horses. 

 

Wait for your rider to ask the horse to “walk on” before proceeding. 

 

Be sure you don’t crowd your side walkers. If you don’t watch your distance they can 

become trapped between horse and fence. 

 

Walk on, giving a couple of clucks with your voice and use a gentle tug with the lead rope if 

your rider is unable to motivate the horse. Don’t pull on the horse or face him to get him to 

walk on. 

 

When it is time to trot, wait for your rider to ask the horse to “trot on” before proceeding. 

 

During the walk and trot, avoid downward tugs or pulls on the lead line – the horse may 

become unbalanced. 

 

Be careful not to get to far ahead, behind or away from the horse. 

 

Be aware of what the rider is asking of the horse. Turn as or after the rider uses the reins to 

turn the horse, not before. Let the rider do as much as possible. 

 

Try not to pressure on the horse’s head if they are doing what is asked of them. The release 

of pressure is their reward for doing it right. It continues the proper teaching of the horses. 

 

Pay extra attention to your horse when there is abnormal activity around the arena which 

might scare your horse (winds gusts, people running, trash blowing, noise from the parking 

lot, etc.). 

 

In the event of an emergency or accident, the leader is responsible for the horse. Stay with 

the horse and follow the instructor’s directions. 
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